Foreman - Feature #27812
Create Host password field should indicate if a password is already set globally or in a Hostgroup
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Target version: 
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Pull request: https://github.com/theforeman/foreman/pull/8555
Triaged: No
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Description
The password field in the Operating System tab of the host creation should indicate if there is already a password set in the target Hostgroup or globally.

This could possibly look like what is shown when editing an existing Host

Associated revisions
Revision 7a5dad49 - 06/22/2021 01:20 PM - Bernhard Suttner
Fixes #27812 - indicate that password for host is set (#8555)

History
#1 - 09/10/2019 01:02 PM - Marcel Kühlhorn
- Subject changed from Create Host password field should indicate if a password is already set globally or in a Hostgroup to Create Host password field should indicate if a password is already set globally or in a Hostgroup

#2 - 05/28/2021 08:33 AM - The Foreman Bot
- Assignee set to Bernhard Suttner
- Status changed from New to Ready For Testing
- Pull request https://github.com/theforeman/foreman/pull/8555 added

#3 - 06/22/2021 01:21 PM - The Foreman Bot
- Fixed in Releases 3.0.0 added

#4 - 06/22/2021 02:09 PM - Bernhard Suttner
- Status changed from Ready For Testing to Closed

Applied in changeset foreman|7a5dad49be0d6201c5418d84ac01aac354dd9c02.
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